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EDITORIAL 

Romanian Easter 

by Celesta Popa 

In full calendar spring, against the background of the explosion if life and light, Christians expe-

rience moments of high religion intensity. It is one of the holiest days of the Christian calendar, 

as Easter is the day when Christian believe Jesus rose from the dead bringing eternal life.  

Many Romanians keep the ancient traditions of the lent, a spiritual and bodily preparation be-

fore Easter. During the Holy week they take part in the vigils, special religious services. An im-

portant moment is the Holy Thursday when the 12 gospels are read and the cross of crucifixion 

is taken out in the center of the church. On the vigil of Good Friday, believers remake Jesus’ fu-

neral, going three times round the church with burning candles in their hands. All these culmi-

nated with the waiting for the night of resurrection when the priest comes out of the church, 

into the crowd, giving them light announcing: “Christ has risen!” The believers confirm by an-

swering: “Indeed He has!” Then, carrying the candles in their hands, they go to their homes. On 

Easter Sunday they prepare a big lunch with lots of  goodies: roast lamb and “drob”, spiced 

minced lamb, the delicious cottage cheese cake –  “pasca” or the sponge cake – “cozonac”, and, 

of course they crack coloured eggs. The eggs cannot possibly miss from the Romanian’s table 

on Easter time as the custom of knocking them signifies the clash between the two human 

states, the one before the Resurrection and the one following it. 

Easter gives meaning to our existence, to 

human behavior in the spirit’s of God’s    

principle of love and   forgiveness. 

    Happy Easter! 

Photo source: doxologia. ro 
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Easter Curiosities 

by Carmen Virlan, English teacher Mihai Eminescu National College  

 

Every year we celebrate Easter, which is considered to be one of the most important religious holiday, 
but do we know all the interesting facts that surround it? 

The naming of the celebration as “Easter” goes back to the pre-Christian goddess of spring and fertili-
ty, Eostre, who was celebrated at the beginning of spring. We know that spring involves the coming 
back to life of all the plants, it is about the rebirth of all nature, of the whole universe.  

Easter celebrates the belief in the resurrection of Jesus Christ. It is said to have happened three days 
after Jesus was crucified by the Romans and died in 30 A.D. 

Easter is celebrated on a different date each year. It typically falls on the first Sunday after the first 
full moon occurring on or after the spring equinox, between March 22nd  and May 8th. 

There are some interesting Easter traditions all around the world. The period before the Easter is full 
of significance. The period of fasting and penitence which lasts for 40 days is called Lent. The Sun-
day before Easter is called Palm Sunday and it reminds us about Jesus’ arrival in Jerusalem, when 
people laid palm leaves across the road in order to greet Him.  

The Easter Bunny, the long-eared pet which delivers decorated eggs to well-behaved children on 
Easter Sunday, is a symbol of Easter. According to some sources, the Easter bunny first arrived in 
America in the 1700s with German immigrants who settled in Pennsylvania. The immigrants’ chil-
dren  made nests in which the bunny could lay colored eggs. In  Orthodox and Eastern Catholic 
Churches, eggs are dyed red to represent the blood of Jesus. The Easter eggs can also be decorated 
using wax and dyes. The act of painting the eggs originates from a Ukrainian tradition but this tradi-
tion can be found in our country, too.   

The world’s biggest Easter egg can be found in Alberta, Canada. It weighs 5,000 lbs and took 12,000  
hours to complete. Standing at 31 ft tall and 18 ft wide, it is actually a kind of jigsaw because it is 
made from 3,500 pieces of aluminum. 

The first chocolate egg was produced in Bristol, in 1873. 

Every country has its own traditions. For example, in Germany, it is illegal to dance on Good Friday. 
In some parts of Germany music is allowed to be played but dancing is not allowed; in other parts,  in 
Bavaria for example, you could be fined up to 10,000 euros if you are caught playing music in public 
places because these days are considered holidays of silence.  

It is also said that if you wore new clothes on Easter, you would have good luck  for the rest of the 
year. This superstition dates back in the mid-1800s in New York and fortunately for all of us, the cus-
tom continues today. 

Although in western countries, Easter seems to have lost much of its importance, in our country it is 
viewed as one of the most important celebration, because it gathers families together and makes us 
better, happier and stronger.    
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Easter eggs – a Short History 

by Gabriel Popa, 10th grade A 

Coordinating teachers: Carmne VIrlan and  

Mihaela Iacob 

 

The craftsmanship of dyeing the eggs at Easter is an ancient tradition with Romanians and is 

due to the belief that eggs represent the source of life. The egg, preserver of the    mystery of 

the origin of life, has always been related to rites of the revival of nature. There is definitely a 

close link between Easter, the egg and the spring equinox. 

 

The history of the Easter eggs is wonderful. In ancient Egypt, Persia and India an       enor-

mous egg was considered to bring life to Earth. In Romania, the decoration of eggs was a 

lovely habit since the old times. The first documentary mention was made by an Italian named 

Del Chiaro who described the life of the Princely Court in Bucharest during the reign of Con-

stantin Brancoveanu (168-1714). Also it was another Moldavian note about the habit of paint-

ing eggs written in Iasi by the Chancellor Gheorghe (1762). 

The clinking of colored eggs is beautiful tradition all over 

the country. The person who is in action must say “Christ 

has risen” and the one who is waiting with the egg in his hand must reply immediately “He 

truly has risen”.  

Photo source: agerpress 
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“MARTISOR” (the 1st of March Celebration) 

 

On the 1st of March, the first day of the ancient Roman 

calendar, Romans celebrated “Mantroualia”. This was the 

day when Mars, the god of the forces of nature, spring and 

agriculture, was celebrated. This celebration represented 

the victory of spring over winter. Nowadays, on this day, 

girls and women receive many “martisoare”, the symbol of 

spring. 

Women wear the “martisor” attached to their chest during the whole month and, at the end, 

according to the traditions of Romanians living in the plain regions, it must be attached to a 

blooming tree, in the hope for a prosperous year. 

The “martisor” consists of two strings – white and red – woven together and to which a 

small wooden or metallic decoration is attached (a heart, a letter, a flower, a horseshoe or a 

four leaf clover), as a good luck charm. 

Red and white represent the two seasons, still intertwined. Red is winter (probably because 

the fire is lit in the chimney during this season) and white is spring, 

whose coming is announced by snowdrops, symbolising nature’s re-

turn to life. 

 

 

WOMEN'S DAY:  THE 8TH OF MARCH 

 

On March 8, 1977, the UN General Assembly passed a resolution pro-

claiming the need for each member State to celebrate, in accordance 

with its historical and national      traditions, a UN Women’s rights day. At present, Women’s 

Day is celebrated on March 8 everywhere in the world and in some countries it is even con-

sidered a legal holiday. 

In Romania, Women’s Day is also called Mother’s Day (even if Mother’s Day is a different 

celebration under the law, being celebrated on the first Sunday of May worldwide). In Ro-

Photo source: https://phoenixturism.ro/ateli-
martisoare-si-felicitari 

https://phoenixturism.ro/atelierul-de-creatie-%E2%80%93-martisoare-si-felicitari
https://phoenixturism.ro/atelierul-de-creatie-%E2%80%93-martisoare-si-felicitari
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Dragobetele, the Romanian version of St. Valentine’s Day 

Adapted by Celesta Popa 

  

Dragobete is a Romanian holiday that is celebrated on February 24th. In the traditional  Roma-

nian mythology, Dragobete was a young god just like Cupid (god of love in Roman mythology) 

or like Eros (the Greek god of love). But unlike the aforementioned gods of love, Dragobete did 

not directly intervene in the affairs of humans. He did not use his powers to make people fall 

in love, but witness what happens.  

The legend of Dragobete 

A local legend claims that Dragobete was the son of Baba Dochia, the daughter of the last Da-

cian King, Decebalus. The young man is described as a half-man half-angel and it is said that 

he walks the Earth just like other mythological creatures and demigods, but   regular people 

are not able to see him due to the impurity of the society we live in. It is said that on February 

24th the birds began to build their nests, the trees start blooming, and all of nature comes 

back to life after the long and heavy winter. 

  

Dragobete tradition 

In order to celebrate his birthday, parties were organized, and often marriages followed. Boys 

and girls used to wear traditional clothes and meet in front of the town's church and from 

there they would wander into forests in search of spring flowers. It was believed that these 

flowers have magical powers, so they would make 

little bouquets and place them in the water then 

the girls twould wash their hair while reciting a 

magical poem. At noon, the girls were running 

back to the village, and if a boy liked any of them, 

he would have to run after her and catch her. If he 

was quick enough and if the girl liked him back, 

they would have kissed in order to make their love 

public. This is how the famous saying "Dragobetele 

https://rolandia.eu/en/trips/classic-romania-tour-experience-its-unspoiled-lifestyle-in-8-days
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Ce am invatat despre puterea 
noastra de adaptare in timp de 
criza? 

 

“Bright Speakers” Competition 2021, 

the 8th   edition, school stage was or-

ganized on–line via Zoom on March, 

20, 2021 by Mihai Eminescu National 

College Bucharest, Sara Apostol and 

Luca Grosu from 7B and Mara san-

dulescu, 9A and Andrei Tanasa,10A  

were the finalists. 

 

The competition was organized by the  

International Computing High School 

of Bucharest and the International 

School of Bucharest in collaboration with Bucharest School 

Inspectorate. 

 

The sponsors were:  

 Fischer International 

 Academia de Film, Teatru si Televiziune “Studiourile Buftea”  

 European Examinations Centre 

 Bitdefender 

 Direct Vision 

 Fundatia Lumina 
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Lawns 

By Stoica Fabian Andrei, 12th grade E 

Coordinating teacher: Celesta Popa 

 

 

For many, having a lawn is nothing more than a green patch of land, but for a select group of individuals, a lawn may 
represent their way of bonding with nature, a way of freeing their minds, it can provide a sense of tidiness and 
comfort.   

 

 A lawn is an area of soil-covered land planted with grasses and other durable plants such as clover which are 
maintained at a short height with a lawnmower (or sometimes grazing animals) and used for aesthetic and 
recreational purposes. Lawns are usually composed only of grass species, subject to weed and pest control, 
maintained in a green color, and are regularly mowed to ensure an acceptable length. Lawns are used around houses, 
apartments, commercial buildings and offices. Many city parks also have large lawn areas.   ( Wikipedia/Lawn ) 

 

Taking care of a lawn becomes a hobby, a time-consuming one, which at the end of the day makes you feel fulfilled, 
even though you may be completely exhausted.  

 

Lawn care’s ties date back to the start of the eighteenth century. Back then there were two ways to mow. “A 
landowner could use grazing animals, like sheep, which meant also employing sheepkeepers, or he could send out 
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The Pandemic and Stuff 

by MIHNEA NICOLAE PÂRVANU 

Coordinating teacher:  Celesta Popa 

 

Hi, I am Mihnea, and although I am only a student that’s gone through this pandemic, I understand 
the      struggle of everyone in the educational system who had to reinvent themselves and their 
lives. Why? Because as a person I have had to adapt to the toughest of moments in this journey of 
mine called life  .  

Sometimes not getting what you want can be a blessing, and as I am speaking in this very moment 
I can only be grateful that I have never had what I wanted, because it’s made me the person I am 
today, which is coincidentally the achievement I came to be most proud of. As a young child I 
looked like this (picture) and you can assume that I wasn’t the happiest of kids then, I was hurt and 
picked on and most importantly I felt inferior and like I didn’t belong in this world, so it fueled this 
fire inside me to completely change myself for the better, and I gave my utmost, gave up each and 
every unhealthy pleasure and addiction, started going to the gym and running for hours a day until 
I got what I wanted. And this is where I am now, happier than I have ever been  . This is not about a 
speech, it’s about having done something to show the world that we can go through all of this thor-
ough the power of example . If only we stopped for a while and concentrated on the people around 
us that need help ... A sustainable society is built by people, if we try to tackle other problems we 
aren’t gonna succeed. The key is to help other people evolve and feel happy and motivated, make 
them feel like they can achieve anything. It’s about all of us, the things we can achieve and I am 
doing this to motivate people and show them that it’s never impossible. I myself have heard that 
difficult takes a day and impossible takes 1 week  . The most important thing I have learned in my 
journey until now is that in order to evolve we do not have to bring other people down, but rather 
help them so we can all benefit from a better world. It may sound like a metaphor, but we could be 
more connected than every during this pandemic just by being a better version of ourselves and 
helping other people, this is the most important act of kindness one can do. 

The definition of greatness is to inspire people next to you, and that’s what I have been trying to 
do, because I want other people to be happy, knowing how much sadness affected me. The key is 
concentrate on the human factor, on people, and we can all start today, by making even one person 
we love smile. If you’re reading this I know you can do it, just try.   
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Reading vs the 21st century  

by Andrei Cristian Tanasa 

Cl a Xa A 

Coordinating teachers: Mihaela Iacob and 

 Carmen Virlan 

Many students my age wonder why is it important to 

read, because nowadays we have films to watch and this 

leisure activity is considered quite old-school, boring or 

even ‘outdated’. In fact, many individuals agree that 
reading books helps kids calm down and relax, opening 

doors of new knowledge to enlighten their minds.   

I interviewed some students to find out what are their 

attitudes towards reading and its importance nowadays. 

Some of them said that reading plays an important role 

in their lives, whereas others did not share the same 

view.  

For instance, the majority of the interviewees agreed 

that reading is beneficial, because it increases your vo-

cabulary and comprehension, reduces stress and also 

aids in sleep readiness. Furthermore, reading has been 

proven to keep our minds young, healthy and sharp, 

with studies showing that reading can even help prevent 

Alzheimer’s disease, fight depression symptoms and also 
lowers blood pressure and heart rate.  

On the other hand, there are also teenagers that believe 

reading is boring, some sources of information can be-

come outdated and there are also some impacts on stu-

dents’ health, for instance, getting eyestrain from reading 
for too long and in addition, reading books may cause 

health problems from sitting down and not moving, 

even leading to a sedentary lifestyle. Generally, eyestrain 

is not a serious condition and often goes away once you 

take a break to rest your eyes. Unfortunately, there is a 

grain of truth that reading has an impact on our health if 

we do not do regular exercise, because it may lead to 

sedentarism and other, more severe medical conditions.  

I considered that it would be relevant to interview a  

person that actually interacts with people and books  

every  

 

 

day, a librarian, from the Metropolitan Library of Bucha-

rest and we asked her to rank the age groups that fre-

quent the library and the most visitors are young adults, 

between 18 and 29 years old, and also children under 14 

years old, whereas at the opposite pole, there are the 

adolescents that scarcely visit the Metropolitan Library. 

What factors enlarged this great gap between teenagers 

nowadays and reading, is it the technological evolution, 

the weakly developed educational system that does not 

meet their needs anymore or the parents that don’t put 
an emphasis on reading from a tender age? The bibli-

othecary answered to this question and related that all 

the factors mentioned contribute to the expansion of 

the abyss between teenagers and the exquisite world of 

reading. 

The technological evolution could be as well combined 

with reading, they can complete each other, there is no 

reason not to read if you benefit from the cutting-edge 

technology. For instance, you can check facts while 

reading a book or verify if the information presented in 

the book is up-to-date, but ‘most important, is to strike 
a balance between these two’, said the Metropolitan Li-
brary representative. 

Parents are for sure the ones that should startle their 

children’s passion about reading. However, there are 
parents that do not have the needed time or aren’t actu-
ally prepared to nurture their offspring’s’ love for books, 
since it can be rather a tedious work.  

Regarding the educational system, the interviewed librar-

ian said, that it was not enough to give children manda-

tory ‘reading lists’, she thought that a better option 
would be including an optional course, ‘A reading les-
son’. This course should benefit of a special classroom, 
like chemistry or informatics, consisting of interactive 

workshops, role plays based on characters from books 

and also finding solutions to problems that characters 

have to face. 

If these courses were implemented in every school in 

your country, do you think that reading would still be 

considered boring? 
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Spring in photography 
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Primavară, ai venit! 
          de Horatiu Teodor Marinescu 

Coordinating teacher: Celesta Popa  

 

Primavara a venit 

In sfarsit...pomii au inmugurit, 

Pasarile-au revenit 

Albinute-au bazait... 

 

Furnicuta harnica 

Nu va fi iar darnica 

A iesit de sub pamant 

Sa mai stranga vreun graunt... 

 

Greierasul cantaret, 

Leneveste nataflet 

Va iesi el mai la vara 

Ca sa cante la chitara... 

 

Buburuza colorata, 

Florilor ea le da roata 

Si-si alege ce doreste 

Cand inima ii pofteste... 

 

Totu-i vis si voie buna 

Cum sunt stele langa luna! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spring has come! 

                      by Horatiu Teodor Marinescu 

 

 

Spring has come 

Finally... the trees have budded 

The birds have returned 

The bees have buzzed 

 

The hardworking ant  

 Will not be generous again 

She came out of the ground 

To gather some more grain...( pick up) 

 

The little cricket singer, 

He’s being lazy 

He will come out later in the summer 

To play the guitar ... 

 

The colourful ladybug 

 Goes around the flowers 

And she chooses what she wants 

Whenever her heart desires ... 

 

Everything is a dream 

And everyone is in a good mood 

How  the stars are near the moon! 
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Small businesses during Easter holidays 

by Tanasa Andrei – Cristian, 10 A 

Coordinating teachers: Mihaela Iacob and 

 Carmen Virlan 

 

The spring season is almost here and people are getting ready to celebrate the Easter Holiday! It 

is the perfect opportunity for students to set up their own business.  

Last month I set up a business with paintings, but it did not turn out as expected and I hadn’t 

any customers. Fortunately, it was my mother’s birthday and started my own herbarium, in order 

not to waste those beautiful flowers she got. In April I thought it would be an amazing idea if 

bought some frames and put those preserved plants in them.  

The beginning of the business was a success; I couldn’t believe that I had so many orders! My 

friends and relatives were buying them and then I decided that it was time to set up a Facebook 

page, so I would be able to promote my artworks, created a logo and named it “Tablouri si 

Flori” (“Paintings and Flowers”).  

I was very skeptical at first, but now I consider that it was one of the greatest ideas I’ve ever 

had. One of the main advantages is that now I am financially independent, I do not need to ask 

my parents for money anymore, and I can self-sustain my business from orders. 

Certainly, there are other advantages, for instance, reducing plant waste (flowers being thrown 

away after blooming), immortalising special moments (eg. picking flowers from a bridal bouquet 

and preserving them), admiring every season from a different perspective and the most im-

portant aspect would be that each customer has the chance to get a hold of every season’s 

blooms. 

What’s more, these pieces of art, consisting in conserved flowers are stunning gifts and everyone 

will enjoy them for a long period time. So, why don’t you set up your own business during this 

special season? 
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A new Spring 

By Muntean Ema, 9th grade D 

Coordinating teacher: Carmne VIrlan 

 

Happiness is reborn, spring is in the air 

I’m thirsty of discover, love is here, be fair 

Spring is here, I'm ready to renew myself 

To keep up with nature, not to stay on the shelf,  

I want to touch the sky I want to feel the clouds 

I want some cotton candy, and sing at concert crowds 

I want to smell fresh flowers, no more pollution gas 

I want to express feelings and walk barefoot on grass. 

 

Night arrives and darkness come 

But dreams come true, you can become: 

A guy or girl full just of joy 

 A  childish adult , and buy a toy 

Whatever you believe in, is time to rise and win 

Be confident and say: new adventures begin 
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Bouldering walls 

By Toni Busuioc, 9th grade G 

Coordinating teacher: Celesta Popa 

 

Bouldering is a form of climbing usually practised on small rocks and boulders, on artificial out-
door climbing structures, or at indoor walls. Some are brick or wooden constructions, but on most modern walls, 
the material most often used is a thick multiplex board with holes drilled into it. Recently, manufactured steel 
and aluminium have also been used. The wall may have places to attach belay ropes, but may also be used to 
practice lead climbing or bouldering. 

I’ve been practicing this activity for 4 years now. The reason for my choice is the fact that it allows me to feel 
free. I practice it twice a week, especially in the afternoon. An interesting aspect about this sport is that it can 
also be practiced by individuals with disabilities, such as blind people. This is actually possible, owing to the in-
structors who help them throughout the entire track.  

When it comes to endurance, bouldering can push your body to the max. Spending time searching for a way 
around a particular route puts intense pressure on your muscles and cardio-vascular system. Among the many 
benefits of bouldering is that it engages the brain. Tackling a climb often presents complex problems that re-

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plywood
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belay
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lead_climbing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bouldering
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EASTER 

By Ionescu Maria Bianca 7th grade 

Coordinating teacher: Carmen Virlan  

 

 

                Easter is the holiday that fills every part of our souls, make us smile, love and enjoy life. Every year, 
in spring when the sun rises in the blue sky and tulips appear in grandparents’ gardens, Easter brings us a lot of 
time spent with our loved ones, when we can crack eggs, eat sweet bread and many other things made by our 
families, who work hard to put food on the table. The kids are fascinated by the little presents that the Easter 
bunny brings and also by the egg hunt. 

        Christians go to the church on Easter night to get light and to do a lot of good things. 

Easter brings love to everyone and a lot of time spend with our loved ones. It’s one of the most special and 
beautiful holidays of the year. 

 

      That’s what Easter means to me! 
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Easter Poetry 

by Mara Teodora Serea. 5 A 

Coordinating teacher: Celesta Popa 

 

 

 

George Coșbuc 

 

Through the trees it chirps and I sing, The air is full of a red sun And the willows in white flower- There is peace in heaven and on 

earth. The warm breath of spring Brought the days of resurrection. And how beautiful it is in the village! Christians come si lently in the 

valley And two meet on the way They say to themselves: Christ is risen! And laugh so much celebration From their sunburnt fac e. On 

the hill the young wives and girls whisper, Old men with winter life in their hair; And slowly, behind them all, See an old woman 

hesitating With her little grandson by the hand. 

Read the whole news: Easter Poems - verses for children to recite on Easter day . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spring  Poetry 

Vasile Alecsandri 

 
The frosty winter has passed, the field has turned green again The cheerful swallow has arrived in our country again. From one branch 
to another flies Yellow thrush, gilded Greetings, spring, Beautiful weather, welcome! 
Read the whole news: Spring Poems - verses with which you greet spring. 
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Easter traditions 

by Luca Arghir, 5 A 

Coordinating teacher Celesta Popa 

 

Easter, the most important celebration for Christians, means the resurrection of Jesus. 

On Easter people have lots of traditions. My family and I are usually doing this certain    tradi-

tions : 

 Receiving the Easter Light; 

 Cracking eggs and say “Jesus has resurrected!(Hristos a inviat!)” and 

“He truly resurrected!(Adevarat a inviat!)” 

 Celebrating with the family; 

 Eating “Pasti” before eating anything else; 

 Coloring eggs; 

 Baking sweet bread and Easter bread; 

 Cooking jellied and block; 

 Making an egg hunt. 
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SPRING 

 by Alexia Ploae, 5A 

Coordinating teacher: Celesta Popa  

 

 

My favourite season of the year is spring because it comes with so much nature and joy. I love the 

beautiful trees that bloom and the fresh green grass that tickles my feet, the parfume of the colourful 

flowers and the happy children that hunt eggs for Easter. I enjoy breathing the fresh air, at the seaside.  

I also love spring because it has a hilarious celebration called April Fools. It’s fun to trick my family on 
this day! My sister gets really annoyed if I pull a prank on her, but it’s funny to see her reaction.  
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The knight and the Phoenix bird 

By Ilinca Banarescu, 4th Grade A 

Coordinating teacher: Elena Popescu 

 

 

Once upon a time there was a king and a queen who had a daughter named Clarisa. The princess was very beautiful, 
smart, soulful and always eager to make new friends. They lived in a very beautiful palace made of diamonds and the 
most precious stones: emeralds, rubies, sapphires, pearls and much more. The palace was built long time ago, near a 
thick forest, beside a large waterfall facing the south part of the kingdom. In the palace also lived servants, who were 
much loved by the king and queen, skilled cooks, tidy maids, elegant butlers, grooms who took care of horses and tai-
lors who cut their beautiful clothes. The royal family was loved and respected by the people. At the other end of the for-
est was living a very ugly and evil witch in a haunted castle. The witch wanted to steal the beauty and youth of the prin-
cess, so one day she sneaked into the royal palace and kidnapped her. When they no longer found Clarisa, the kingdom 
became very sad. The king and queen called all the knights in the country to seek for and save Clarisa, but none of 
them succeeded. One day, a prince wearing a shiny silver armor came to the palace and said:  
- Don't worry, I will save your princess, and everything will be fine!  
So, our brave prince set off with his majestic horse and his fantastic Phoenix bird. After a long journey he reached the 
witch's castle. When he entered the haunted castle, a huge spider attacked him, spitting flames. The prince drew his 
shining shield and his sharp sword. With the shield he protected himself from the spider's flames and with the sword he 
wanted to cut off the spider’s legs. 
After killing the spider, he continued his search. On his way appeared a lion with three heads, but he had a plan, the 
Phoenix bird began to fly between the lion's heads to make them dizzy and the lion fell to the ground. The prince didn't 
think long and cut off the three heads.  
Going further, the prince met an ogre. The Phoenix bird jumped to his aid again and began to fly between the ogre's 
legs. He tried to catch the Phoenix bird, stumbled and fell on to a stone dragon which stabbed him into his heart with 
the petrified tail and the ogre died at once. 
 

After climbing a spiral staircase, in front of the prince was a door locked with seven latches. The Phoenix bird touched 
the locks with one of its enchanting feather and they fell down to the ground. When he entered, he saw the princess 
crying. The princess was overjoyed when she saw him and said:  
-Oooh, my dear prince, how glad I am that you are here! So far, no one could save me from the bad witch!  
- Don't worry, princess, I'll take you back to the palace.  
The evil witch appeared in the doorway. The prince started to fight with her, and the Phoenix bird lit a flame and burned 
the witch. Then, they took all the ashes and blew it in the wind. The princess kissed the prince and the two went back 
together to the palace. When they arrived, there was great joy and the king said:  
-Because you saved my daughter, I will reward you! What would you like, emeralds, diamonds, pearls? 

- All I could ever want is to get married with your daughter.  
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A strange knight 
 

By Eliza Iordache, 4th Grade A 

Coordinating teacher: Elena Popescu 

 

       Once upon a time there was a queen and a king that lived in a small palace. It was made of wood, 
but there was no rain in that kingdom so it couldn't get wet and eventually fall like other wooden 
castles.  
         The kingdom was very peaceful, and all the citizens were happy. They worked hard at day so they 
could have free time in the evening. 
         Oh! But I forgot to tell you about an important thing. The king, the queen and even the ordinary 
people were animals. Cats, dogs, birds, pigs; they all lived here.  
         Everything was fine, until one day something strange happened…A new animal came into the 
kingdom! 
         The animal was a very… uncommon one, because no one has ever known it existed. It was a 
platypus! It had the beak of a duck, fur of a beaver, paws of a mole, and a flat fluffy tail of a…platypus. 
       “Hi! My name is! I came here because I want to be a knight!”, said the platypus.  
          Everybody was shocked. They didn’t like the new animal and, besides, how could they let a 
stranger in their army? They said: 
       “Go away, stranger! You were never, you’re not, and you will never be a knight!”  

         So the platypus left the kingdom.  
         The animals forgot soon about the platypus and returned to their routine, until a war started. 
           All the knights fought harder than ever, but they still needed a few more animals to help them, so 
they could win the war. They were clearly losing, and the kingdom lost all the hope, but on a cloudy day, 
when the enemies were still sleeping, they saw some animals that had a familiar figure as their leader. It 
was the platypus, leading a group of other weird animals: a kangaroo, a numbat, a Tasmanian devil, and 
other creatures. 
         “I think you remember me. I’m the platypus that you didn't welcome. I’m not angry at you 
anymore. I only want to help you.” 

        The queen and the king apologized and gave them an armour, a sword, a shield and a helmet. 
        Soon, the war ended and the animals thanked for the help. They welcomed every new animal that 
came there, so no one will ever feel sad. 
                                

        ~The End~ 
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By Sebastian Chriu &  

Dejan Ciulacu, 4th Grade A 

Coordinating teacher: Elena Popescu 
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School of magic  

and  

The princess and the dragon 

By Ana Iacob, 4th Grade A 

Coordinating teacher: Elena Popescu 
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The knight  

By Andrei Margarint, 4th Grade A 

Coordinating teacher: Elena Popescu 

 

 

There was once a knight who wanted to save a princess. But he did not know any prin-
cesses. He left home on a long journey and reached a castle. He knocked on the gate. 
A soldier opened it and the knight asked:  

- Is there a princess in this palace who must be saved? 

- Yes. A long time ago a beautiful princess lived in this castle, but one day an 
ogre stole her ruby. She was very sad. And a few weeks later the monster 
took her with him in his cave. And now the princess's ghost is haunting us 
for not helping her escape the ogre's claws. Help us get rid of the ghost!!!! 

- I'll help you get rid of the ghost but i will need: a rifle, three bottles of water, a 
horse and a few bullets. 

- Ok. 

And the knight saved the castle. 

- Thank you and we will reward you with ... 

Woke up! It was all a dream… 
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By Samoila Carol, 4th Grade A 

Coordinating teacher: Elena Popescu 
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Seniors say good-bye to the 
end of highschool!  

We wish them all the luck 
in the following years! 


